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The FCA’s supervisory approach to financial promotions
About B&CE
B&CE has been providing benefits to low earners and transient workers for over 70 years.
B&CE is operationally independent of the establishing bodies and continues to run on a
not-for-profit basis.
The People’s Pension was launched by B&CE in 2011 and is available to any employer. Over four
thousand employers currently participate in The People’s Pension and it has now auto-enrolled
1.2 million people. The People’s Pension was the first scheme to achieve accreditation under the
independent assurance framework developed by the ICAEW and the Pensions Regulator to
demonstrate high standards of scheme governance and administration.
B&CE, the provider of The People’s Pension, welcomes the opportunity to respond to
this consultation.

Response
As the FCA outlines in its consultation document, the way that financial services companies are able
to engage with consumers has changed radically over the last few years. Social media in particular
has opened new lines of communications between providers and consumers, creating new
opportunities for people to learn about products and for providers to compete for business.
It is right, therefore that the FCA’s regulatory regime adapts to fit new technology. It is appropriate
that communications through social media should be fair, clear and not misleading, in the same
way as traditional communications. Where it is not possible to fairly represent a complex financial
product in social media, for example where posts are character-limited, it may be appropriate for
providers to include a link to further information, to use images which often do not have character
restrictions or simply to use alternative forms of communication.
We support the FCA’s proposals, which strike a sensible balance between protecting consumers and
avoiding onerous requirements for well-intentioned businesses.
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Contact details

Gary Moore Policy and Public Affairs Executive

For further information on this response,
or the work of B&CE and The People’s
Pension, please contact:

E garymoore@bandce.co.uk
T 01293 586534
M 07587 039123

B & C E Financial Services Limited
Manor Royal, Crawley, West Sussex, RH10 9QP.
Registered in England No. 2207140. To help us improve our service, we may record your call.
B&CE Financial Services Limited is Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Ref: 122787. The Company is a distributor of, and an administrator for, The People’s Pension
and the Employee Life Cover Scheme which are occupational pension schemes to which
different law and regulation applies. Further details, can be found on our website
www.bandce.co.uk/legal
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